Notes from 117th Knowledge Seekers Workshop held June 9, 2016
(v1 2017-09-17) v2 (Notes have not been verified. Double check info with video)
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDn_mDh5rxQ

This is not a particularly long workshop under 4 hours but is pretty dense in
information so I have split it into two parts - in this first couple of hours MK
begins by trying to show us how our science has gone wrong from the beginning
by being stuck in a matter state, then he tries to teach us how to begin creating a
travelling device for the Universe, which is strangely the same device the medics
are building as their healing device, and is also like this exquisite Candle of Peace
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in the picture created by the Austrian Plasma Energie team...
0010: Rick: Welcomes everybody. 0011: MK: Good morning etc. We have
realized that some people have not understood the teachings in the last few months
because they have been so rapid – we are now working more and more with
plasma rather than matter. The biggest problem is that for thousands of years we
have worked in the matter state, and we never understood how magnetism relates
to gravity etc. We got lost in the use of matter – then we discovered chemistry with
interaction of different types of matter. We could not see the fields, we could only
see matter – our understanding related to seeing the matter – the planets, the sun,
etc. etc. and we never saw the fields. We tried to unravel the matter state but this
has not worked.
0007: We never understood the totality of it and this is where the knowledge of the
man got lost – one piece of knowledge was missing and that knowledge was the
creation of gravity. Now that we have found how it works and you lot have worked
with the gravitational and magnetic coils – you become familiar with it and you
begin to understand it and get to the truth… Lets look at the fields of the Universe
– some interact, some attract, some repulse – those fields create the plasma and
from this we get the proton and electron and matter. This is the level of the science
of man with nuclear physics and atomic physics –and when these interact and
create molecules we have Chemistry, and then when we find specific combinations
of molecules together this became the science of Biology, and this is where life
comes from – then we added more to biology we came to understand intelligence,
and then the 6th level became the Soul of the man. Our understanding historically
has come from the wrong direction – seeing first our physicality then
understanding the Chemistry then the atomic physics and nuclear physics. Now we
understand if we had started out with knowledge of fields we would have had no
problem… 0021: This is what is creating the confusion in the understanding of the
fields now. When we have to understand how we create the matter from the fields
– the origin of creation itself. Now we see a lot of universities accepting the Kf
technology as legitimate because it answers a lot of unknown knowledge. The
Laws of Thermodynamics are not the window – It’s now all down to field transfer.
0026: Its ALL very simple. Electron is a plasma, proton is a plasma, then we have
two plasmas interacting -> we call it ATOM. If you would have spoken about
protons a hundred years ago in 1916 they would have said “the guy is a lunatic!”
All these developments in atomic and nuclear physics have been since this but in
that process a LOT of assumptions have been made… Its not that the science is
wrong –it’s that now we can fill the knowledge. For example Einstein saw the
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Speed of Light as the maximum possible speed and in one way he was right but in
another he was wrong. It is correct only in a matter state according to our field of
observation. Now we know we can create speeds from greater strength Magrav
fields so we can now travel a hundred times, a thousand times, order of magnitude
above the speed of light! Einstein worked in the matter state but he could see other
things that he could not explain – with the plasma tech we can explain them etc.
etc. 0029: So now we see a lot of resistance from scientists because if they accept
this their PhDs are down the tubes or their professorship is down the chute! A lot
of their work is on certain assumptions that don’t work anymore. 0032: If we start
with wrong assumptions at the level of physics, these mistakes go on into
chemistry and biology – then with the peer review process this makes sure that
scientists stay within the wrong assumptions. With the new plasma technology it is
being developed by people from ALL walks of life; housewives, people on the
street etc. etc. Professorships and PhDs are not necessary anymore. Now however
we see more and more scientists and universities looking at the plasma tech and
bringing it into their curriculae – this is happening in Italy, Philippines, and Africa.
0036: We see a huge resistance from the Jewish lobby – this is because they work
in a matter state, and the plasma tech undermines their assets and control of
humanity. 0037: We are on the verge of developing new technology, which I will
discuss today – it will give you the basic knowledge and then you build on it. What
will be discussed from now on goes beyond the imagination of a lot of you.
0040: Next week on Thursday we will spend a half hour explaining how Allan
Stirling (Stirling Allan) and Red Circle are connected to child trafficking and organ
trafficking networks and how this is supported by the Jewish lobby – how they are
all paid by one paymaster. The Jewish lobby and the Monarchies of Europe are
now loosing their grip – ALL the wars have no reason – the hierarchies are
crumbling and you are ALL equal – you are building everything yourself from
your understanding of the knowledge and for the first time you are Free – with free
access to energy, food, medicine, shelter etc. etc. Even physical and psychological
independence from control, on this planet AND in space!
0045: From now on the Tuesday and Thursday teachings will all become part of
the process so I don’t have to go back and repeat myself. Tuesday 2pm – 230pm
will be International KS teaching then after that the space technology to the
Chinese. I hope this will be public but it depends on the Chinese leadership – then
Thursday we continue the Knowledge Seeker workshops. We are making China
and Professor Zhu the head of peaceful application of military technology in Space
(like Klaus in Austria is head of medical section, and Dr. Ghutra in Kenya head of
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agricultural section). All other national militaries can join in closed session on
Tuesday afternoons after 330pm.
0051: MK explains again how to create plasma in the center with 90 degree
opposed coils, surrounded by a sphere coated on the inside by GANS and then with
a layer of liquid plasma inside that. Then create rotation in 3 dimensions. We are
lucky on planet Earth to have the matter to play with – creating Nano, GANS, and
fields is a huge knowledge. With this knowledge the man enters the Universal
Community with something to offer. With the speed of rotation you can now
dictate the expansion of the plasma. By compressing it you go to higher strength
and releasing it you go to lower strength – you can travel for example at 20x, 3x, or
-20x the speed of Light because you now have in your possession the tool of
playing with the plasma strength, contracting it or opening it. Compressing it to go
to the closer spaces, faster fields, stronger fields, be it gravitational or magnetical
now you have the tool to be in space in a few hours if the man understands the
implications and applications of the plasma. In this process I brought you to this
point in a few weeks…
0055: WE have seen Dr. Rodrigo and other doctors getting results in the human
body from interaction of the fields. We are in the 5th session yesterday with the
doctors but so far they are using only static 90-degree opposed coils without
rotation so they have a limited capacity to create a field. But even with these they
have been getting cancer reduction in patients. You have to understand that cancer
is a condition of a field that has a gravitational field strong enough to absorb other
energies and in absorbing they solidify or make a ball of themselves. This same
knowledge the body has used the same process in a correct way to solidify bones
and organs. Cancer is nor a disease, it is a solidification of field transfer in the
body of the man.
0059: As I explained last Tuesday we now create a box with 4 walls a floor and a
roof – with different strength units in walls top and bottom. The top coils working
with the brain need to have Zinc and Calcium, the muscle part should have Cu and
Zn. The lower part is the immune system – connected with the feet of the man so
GANSes that strengthen the immune system used – these should strengthen the
man so should have coils that are mainly gravitational etc. etc. The coils on the top
should be mainly magnetical – now you see the shape of the future of space
technology and the health of the man.
0107: If you understand how the Coulomb barrier of the Soul of the man interacts
with these fields you will be able to travel anywhere in the Universe. Then you can
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land on the Sun without being immediately burnt up. So this box is not only the
foundation of healing, but also transportation – we are talking about teletransportation or Magrav positioning of the energy of life in the Universe.
0109: If you understand the use of the coils not as static but dynamic condition, if
you understand the cores in a dynamic condition, if you understand the interaction
of 2 dynamic cores and then you can replicate it in a dynamic plasma condition
now you have created it like the medical units – you will understand something
very simple. As the cores rotate and you compress the inner plasma, now you can
go to create fields that you have seen without rotation, of the field strength of the
body of the man – we’ve seen these fields at different levels 1. Body of the man, 2.
Emotion of the man (We see the doctors reporting that people become happy using
these systems) What have we missed? My friend! The same reactor if you can
speed it up the right way will give you 3. The Soul of the man. It’s no difference.
(MK draws the reactor with the free plasma at the center emerging in 3 directions
showing the 3 levels) If you understand the gravitational and magnetical strength
of the soul of the man you will create the man! You will then be able to transport
yourself across the universes if you know the destination strength.
0113: MK goes back to the walls of the box – draws how to surround the man with
the totality of the fields in a box and how to rotate the plasma around the sides and
from top to bottom. MK deepens into how to create the gravitational field in the
strength of the Earth, and the Magnetical field in the strength of Planet Zeus and
you will travel there – so its in the setting of coils in the correct Grav-Mag
configuration. 0120: MK shows Klaus’s team’s Plasma Energie Peace Candle (see
picture) with a magnificent crystal at the core – the crystal in the core is the man in
the healing (or travelling) device. The structure of this Magrav unit done in the
correct way is the structure of your machine into space. This is a gift from Us to
man to allow man to rejoin the Universal Community and it is up to man to
respond correctly so we can teach more! If you get it correct you choose the
destination of your soul, you will see the strength of your soul, and this is how we
choose the Council members of One Planet, One Nation, One Race, because we
see the light they emit – the brightness and unity of the light – Blessed (are) those
who understand!
0123: The man in the small plasma ball is the center in totality – it covers his
emotions, it carries his physicality and because he’s made of it the man became the
light of the creator in the essence of creation. Christ (Bless His Name) has done it
but man has been blind to it because they looked at the physicality of it! Buddha
touched it but never understood it – because he detached himself from physical
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matter he could work on the level of the Soul but he could not see the
transportation of the soul of the men from the Village of the Earth into Universal
Community. Now we teach ALL.
0125: MK describes how to make instant transportation or travel at the speed of
your choice to unlimited destinations. But also how to find a pedofile or rapist
hiding in the structure! In the same way we shall be able to track down missing
children from Africa to the Palace of the King of Belgium! 0129: If you use
Copper then a mix of GANSes you don’t create destination, but specific
destination is dictated by the Magnetic coil outside your Gravitational coil, which
is tuned to your own position. This is freedom of the Universe, not trapped to a
house or a palace – the totality of the fields you create shows the condition of the
emotion and of your soul. The technology will not accept criminals – it will put
them in a place they call Hell! So how do you create these systems? You are more
or less about half way at this stage! Chinese are ahead – they are starting mass
production of GANSes. 0133: Would you like to see Galaxies? Join China in
Peaceful De-militarisation process in the Unity -> We teach you. Stay out to
criminalise – you’ll stay out and you’ll have nowhere to exist! 0134: The Strength,
or Coulomb barrier of the Soul of the Man (MK draws an inner pink orb inside the
Mag and Grav layers) this strength has to be the same as the people of the
Universal Council. There is no place for lying and cheating –on the surface yes –
underneath no! (As we say the game of play of the Iranian girls – on top of the
table they don’t love you and underneath it’s a different story with the leg!) – (lol)
– that cannot happen in the Universe.
0136: Italy is now understanding the technology and is getting a lot of mass media
attention – it has broken rank with the Jewish lobby and the Monarchies – this time
they lost because too many people are creating pain pens and starting to share the
working and the beauty of the technology. 0138: We are telling these web sites
who are against us – “Cease your activities or you will join Alan Stirling (Stirling
Allan) – Now there is no more PESwiki it is PISSwiki! MK talks directly to NASA
and the Chinese Space Agency – Tuesday afternoons we teach hardware for peace
enforcement of military according to the space, none for killing and offense. The
military man should be one who is able to survive in any condition in space, and
this is led by the Chinese doctors and scientists because they took the ethos in the
correct way. 0141: You are the letter, you are the envelope, you are the postman, if
you understand what I’ve just said. “I wish I was in NY, I wish I was with my
loved one!” – that wish becomes your reality. Go back to Tuesday – we saw with
the purity of the pure blood of the man – Paul showed us the same water with the
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same metals, and the wish of the man created either the CO2 or CH3 or CuO! As I
said the African nations will bring the beauty of creation onto the Table of
Humanity. Go back to the teaching of Tuesday where Paul showed that bottle of
water is the water of creation, and within it man has whatever he wants. Water is
95% of the body of the Man – time to make the GANS – wish peaceful and you
will achieve!
0144: When you perceive the realities of what I call the beautiful people, and man
calls schizophrenic, you will see 2 or 3 beautiful souls (MK draws 3 orbs inside the
pink orb of the human soul) – each one individual with its own strength – or like
one American advisor who advised 6 past presidents and has 11 souls! (MK must
be talking about HK) You will soon see the 3 souls and respect them all. (Not lock
them up with drugs as they do at present) 0146: Everyone will be transparent – “
I’m going to be the American President and I’m going to bring Peace!” then
followed by actions proving “I’m paid by the Jewish lobby to create as much
warfare and mayhem as possible!” – Pssht! – Black soul can be seen! Black shall
not be the Skin of the man, Black shall be the Soul of the man.
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I have actually split this Workshop in to 3 - because there were 3 dominant topics,
and besides its just like we have to split ourselves into 3 - the physical, the
emotional and the soul inside our little plasma orb, to be able to travel in the
Universal Community - as demonstrated in Part 1 ... In part 2 Jackie demonstrates
the wisdom of starting with the Kids Workshops in Workshop 1 where he followed
the instructions with an egg and discovered some teachings into how to understand
the plasma from the yolk that became the bouncy ball, and then became the
plasma... Later there are some more discoveries about the properties of the
amazing CO2 GANS, and a dip into the writings of Baha'u'llah among other
things...
0149: Jackie from Switzerland has sent some pictures to Rick. Jackie shows how
he followed the instructions in the 1st Kids Workshop and dissolved an egg in
vinegar – then the yolk turned into a small bouncy ball – then he put the yolk into
the liquid plasma CO2 with a little CH3 for energy – then put some caustic soda –
but it becomes a new form of plasma. MK: This explains to you the energy of the
GANS. He asks people to experiment with different yolks and eggs. This is to give
you confirmation that you’re dealing with a plasmatic energy system… J: Yep –
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it’s absolutely that! MK: Thank you very much… Jackie: In the beauty of the
plasma I just met the friend of Paul in Togo – says he is working with Paul – his
name is Paka. MK invites Paka to the summit in Ghana.
0159: MK thanks Jackie and others like Giovanni in Italy who has brought the
technology to Government and Industry, a selfless Iranian worker in Germany,
Renan in the Philippines – there is no ambiguity now – you see the purified water,
there is no scam, the scam sits with the Jewish lobby and those financing the world
of communication. We have no problems – the only problem is with you having no
faith in the technology – there is no ambiguity because the result is immediate as
one of the doctors said yesterday. We know where all the scam attacks come from
around Allen Stirling etc. Now the whole network has been exposed – Red Circle –
victims murdered etc. etc. – 11th floor is the right place to be – nowhere to escape!
0205: Build the technology and we leave these controlling hooligans behind – its
so simple – how simple it was for Jackie to see in the egg the separation of the
plasmas. Every single one of us is a plasma scientist, a mother in her kitchen or a
doctor in his surgery – the soul of the man is like a huge gravity machine waiting
to shine and attract.
0207: It's in the writings of Baha’u’llah (Bless His Name) “I made men to create
children that they may love me – which they give from their soul that it elevates
My Beauty” – Later I had a brief look though the writings – also remembering that
only approximately 10% of them have been translated into English – the closest I
could find was one of the Hidden Words – ‘O SON OF MAN! I loved thy creation,
hence I created thee. Wherefore, do thou love Me, that I may name thy name and
fill thy soul with the spirit of life.’ MK: This is the job of us – ALL of Us!
0212: We are breaking though by example, We are breaking through by positive
delivery of the technology – we need to show more and more new (things) – go
back to Tuesday in Togo, last Thursday in Ghana – you should have joined us
yesterday with the doctors! (I know Mr. Keshe but I still have to work too many
hours in the ED – sorry!)
0214: Giovanni translates an Italian video taken in Rome of a Magrav unit
powering a fridge and a lamp.
0220: MK describes how the CO2 GANS water drops have improved his vision
dramatically – the doctors have explained how it adjusted his brain as well as his
handwriting! In 10 days he has recovered his normal vision but then had to make
some muscle adjustments around his eyes. We have also had reports from Ghana
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of dramatic healing of (Dr. Nash’s) skin with the CO2 GANS – complete healing
of severe burns with discoloration and ugly scarring etc. A report from one of the
doctors confirms this on a patient whose burnt skin is returning to normal skin and
even regrowing hairs! 0234: CO2 GANS water in 2 doses can heal a fungal
infection that has resisted all the steroid and antifungal creams for years. 0239:
CO2 GANS water in a sealed pen immersed in water changes the acidity from 6.8
to 7.4 range – and this is another way to encourage the body to rid itself of cancer.
This is why the tech is opposed by the Jewish lobby because their chemotherapy is
not needed anymore (a comment indicating that Big Pharma is one of the tools of
the JL) This is also the field used by Dr, Rodrigo in his health unit to absorb
energy from the cancers. Make a patch of CO2 to put on cancers. Brain cancer use
patch of CO2, ZnO2, and Calcium… 0244: It makes things simple to treat …
Anorexia for example is a psychological problem where they don’t absorb
anything – give them CH3 and ZnO2 in a little bit of CO2 GANS and they start
eating like a pig!
0246: MK goes back over his whiteboard and marvels at how it covers everything.
He promises in coming weeks to deliver the hidden history of man that we can’t
see – how we developed and how we travelled across the planet, how different
racers were created, how we became tribes etc. etc. 0250: You are the bringers of
the new paradigm and your names will carry the technology. We don’t talk about
Mr. Watt anymore – we talk about Alekz power cells, and Benjamin soap. This is
the new generation of Magrav technology – we are open and share with ALL
languages – Any Questions? ..
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Part 3 of this workshop has to relate to the Soul - as Part 1 and 2 to the Body and
Emotions - because it has Gladstone Watt who has created his Gladstone Happy
Chain in Christchurch in the South Island of New Zealand Te Wai Pounamu! MK
is expecting to hear that his house has turned into a spaceship - but I’m thinking if
enough people follow the example we might be able to raise Maui's waka (canoe) the South Island - and maybe even wake up te ika a maui - the Stingray - the North
Island.
0251: Rick has Gladstone Watt from New Zealand online (not the Mr. Watt of the
above paragraph – lol – but VERY timely!) MK: Ah Yes! The gentleman in
Australia with the antenna in the house! Has the house flown yet? Or have you
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demolished the ceiling? Lol! Gladsone: No I haven’t flown yet – still on the Earth!
MK: Please share with us! Gladstone: (Pic 0253) Shows his coils hanging from the
ceiling – very nice! He has noticed a definite calming in the house. MK says if he
uses Zinc coils everybody will be happy and jolly – we learn from you – you know
your family and can observe the happy change – then we understand the science
behind it – you make a happy change like a hippy time – is that the future of
happiness what you show us? Or shall we call it the Gladstone happiness ring?! G:
Ha-ha UC! MK: Bring the knowledge! It’s beautiful what you have done and We
thank you for it! You are a Very Happy Nation!
0258: MK suggests that the antenna might help a lot in protection from cell phone
and microwave pollution. 0259: G: Can I use my analogue TV aerial in an
antenna? MK: Maybe yes – you can Nano coat it. He was thinking the other day
looking at Italian buildings with many antennae on top of them, that if you Nano
coat them they could become energy providers to make the house independent of
the grid! MK says he Nano coated a car antenna once and it worked wonders!
0300: MK asks Gladstone if he has noticed a change in flora and fauna, more birds
for example? G says he will keep an eye on that. G says one thing he has noticed is
one of the windows has clouded up with something. MK tells him to wash it with
CO2 GANS and relates how he emptied 6 Liters of GANS water into the
swimming pool – and it now has no bugs and no mosquitos, and no dust or leaves
after the recent big storm – these things influence the environment. He also
described how Carolina had experimented with CO2 GANS with a tiny bit of
mosquito spray and sprayed that around the place on the walls etc. and now they
had no mosquitos.
0305: A picture from Stanley showing a CO2 Pad with small black/green spots.
MK says all you need to do is add a bit of CuO – 1 drop, or 2 drops – these are
microbiological forms taking the energy – the 1-2 drops wont allow other life to
exist inside it. Rick: Some people feel the pads are drawing out toxins and these
are the spots – MK: Yes quite possible – it needs analysis. 0308: Rick describes
how he used Epsom salts (Mg SO4) poultice – as Rick had been advised he needed
admission and IV antibiotics for a week, he thought no way! And went home and
tried the Mag Sulf. Poultice – it worked in 3 days – Rick feels the CO2 pads work
in a similar way! MK: A lot of people in Europe are using CO2 GANS to protect
from sunburn or to treat after a heavy sunburn – works well with no scars and no
damage. We’ve drawn cancer of breast tumors in this way. 0316: Armen comes ion
and says this is like a fungus. If you seal or vacuum the plastic bag it will never get
black spots! MK: You know Armen, just because its got moustache its not
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necessarily your uncle! (lol!) Armen: No no no – this is when the patches are not
sealed properly! MK asks Renan about the 6000-odd patches that have been
marketed in the Philippines? Renan is not online at the moment. 0319: Armen
shows 2 more patches he has developed – made for lung cancer – 1 to give energy
and 1 to draw energy – also he has been doing CO2 vapor through an ‘ubble
bubble pipe (Shisha) – CO2 and Zinc vapor plasma has removed his cough. MK
asks if he is running marathons yet? Armen laughs – not yet! MK: Are you still
smoking 20 packs a day? A: No no – 2 packs! But it has helped his cough! MK
asks if it has helped his composure? Armen hasn’t noticed. MK: Ask her majesty!
– She will know! A: OK! 0326: Mk explains how the CO2 vapor works in the
lungs and compares how the lungs work in absorption of energy compared to the
intestine. 0342: Renan confirms that the black spots have appeared in only 1 in a
hundred of their patches and that this was when there was leakage. Renan says they
are going to analyze this but patches that are properly sealed last a lot longer with
no contamination.
0351: MK sums up: Today we learnt the first parts about the transportation of the
man to any part of the Universe – very far fetched at the moment – just like the
Nano materials and GANS was 2-3 years ago! It is time to make the craft with the
star formation – you don’t need to cross the Coulomb barrier of planets – you place
yourself at the destination. Now it doesn’t matter the condition you travel through
– you can travel through storms, across mountains, doesn’t change the contents of
the envelope. With the same principle we can make the body whole – this is the
real world of the plasma in its application – it’s for us to decide how we take the
humanity this time. Do we take man past the criminality and the killing? Do we go
the path of the Universe – a peaceful culture, a peaceful race, so we can join to
enjoy the Universe? This is our path, this is where we stand! With these teachings
we bring man to a point of decision making for himself with a full consciousness
of what is to loose and what is to gain – and is it worth it to carry on with the same
behavior as before? Or is the beauty of the Universe so great that we sacrifice a
few pieces of land so we can see the beauty of the Lands of the Universe? This is
what the teaching of today was about – this is not a dream – now we can start
seeing the beauty and effectiveness of the technology and now we see what it
brings us – it brings us Peace, it brings us Comfort, it brings us Health, it brings us
Food. Are we going to fight for nothing? Or are we going to accept the nothing for
a piece of land? Because now we’ve seen it – you are delivering it little by little –
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the knowledge of the man has increased more in a few weeks than the last
thousand years. I give you one question – is it worth it to play with a piece of
copper and with that create World Peace? The weapon of the new technology is the
simplicity of its implications and applications. Thank you very much for today –
see you Tuesday afternoon for 1 and a half hours as part of the normal teaching
and after 3pm we join Professor Zhu and the military of whichever country wants
their militaries to become the Peace militaries. Thank you very much.
035651: End.
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